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3.2. Concepts for Organization and
Cooperation

The main reason for human beings to form groups, like
teams or larger societies, is that such groups can
solve certain tasks better than a single individual.

Here, better means that either no individual has all the
necessary capabilities to solve the task or that the task
is solved faster or with a (measurably) better result
(synergy).

Agents working together to achieve results cooperate.
In order to achieve cooperation, the agents have to be
(or become) organized.
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3.2.1 Basic Definitions

A central term when looking at cooperation is
organization, resp. organizational form:

Definition: Organization
An organization consists of
 a group Ags of agents,
 a communication structure Com, and
 an order/report structure Rep.
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Example: Scientific Conference (I)

Ags: Conference chair: CC
Program committee chair: PC
Program committee members: P1,…,Pn
Referees: R1,…,Rk
Authors: A1,…,Am

Com: Meetings between CC, PC and P1,…,Pn
Email between PC, P1,…,Pn, R1,…,Rk
Email between PC and A1,…,Am
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Example: Scientific Conference (II)

Rep: Authors send papers to PC
PC and P1,…,Pn distribute papers among 
referees
Referees report to PC and all committee members
P1,…,Pn, and PC vote about individual papers
PC informs authors about results
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Remarks
 In general, each MAS is an organization, but the

communication and cooperation actions (ActCo) have
to be more structured in order to fit into our
definition of organization.

 In human organizations we have both official and
unofficial communication structures (follow the
hierarchy vs talking during coffee break) where the
latter are often difficult to clearly define.

 In organizations of software agents examples for
communication structures are network topologies.

 Not every path in the communication structure has to
be part of the order/report structure, but each path in
Rep has to be assisted by Com.
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Cooperative Problem Solving

Definition: Cooperative Problem Solving
The following steps can be identified in each

organization for cooperative problem solving:
a) Definition, creation and distribution of (sub)tasks
b) Working on (or solving of) the tasks by the assigned

agents
c) Synthesis of the achieved results
a) to c) are repeated until a satisfying solution of the

initial problem is found (produced).
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Example: Project teams (again)

a) Distribute the current state to all experts
(initially: start problem; later new problem
description).

b) Experts work on their problem locally.
c) Referees do their judging, supervisor generates a new

problem description out of results of best expert and
selected results of others.
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3.2.2 Basic Communication
Structures

Today’s computers and computer networks know two
general principles to communicate with each other,
defined by the physical world of our hardware:
 communication using shared memory
 communication using message passing
In principle, each of these principles can simulate the
 other principle, perhaps with higher costs.
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3.2.2.1 Communication using Shared
Memory

General Principle:
All agents of the MAS have access to a common area of

memory (the shared memory). This access allows
both for reading and writing. If an agent writes
information to this area (often also called blackboard)
every other agent can read it. This realizes a 1:m
communication and each agent has to decide on its
own what to do with such an information:

 ignore it
 use it
 delete it (usually forbidden)
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Communication using Shared
Memory (cont.)

Necessary Hardware:
Multi-processor computer with shared memory
(simulation on network very costly).
Advantages:
 Optimal usage of speed of multi-processor machines

with shared memory
 Easy extendability of MAS, since agents only

communicate with blackboard
 Clearly defined communication interface
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Communication using Shared
Memory (cont.)

Problems/Disadvantages:
 How do we establish a control?
 Agents have to react to all new entries in the

blackboard, in order to find the ones relevant for
them.

 Only usable for problems that can be divided into
subproblems easily and where the solutions of the
subproblems can be easily put together to a solution
for the initial problem.
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3.2.2.2 Communication by Message
Passing

General Principle:
In contrast to blackboards with the fixed

communication partner blackboard, communication
by sending messages is always an action between
two agents (1:1 communication), the sender and the
receiver. Both agents have to perform (nearly)
simultaneously communication actions:
The sender sends the message composed by it to the
communication channel and the receiver gets the
message from the channel.
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Communication by Message Passing
(cont.)
Usually the message is composed in a special

communication language that has to be understood
by both agents (internal data structures usually are
not used, in contrast to shared memory).

The whole communication to a subject typically consists
of several messages where the agents take their turns
as sender and receiver. This is called a dialog.

Today’s hardware also allows to send a message to all
other agents (broadcast).
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Communication by Message Passing
(cont.)
Necessary Hardware:
Well suited for computer networks, but can also be

implemented using a shared memory as
communication channel.

There are a lot of libraries for message passing, for
example PVM.

Advantages:
 Well suited for computer networks
 Directed communication without disturbing not

involved agents
 Suited for all kinds of problems
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Communication by Message Passing
(cont.)

Problems/Disadvantages:
 New agents have to register themselves with all other

agents
 How to define a communication language?
 What to communicate?
 Agents (processors) have to synchronize

 potential loss of valuable time


